Key ACI UK events
ACI UK Dealing Simulation Course: a
unique learning experience
An intensive, 5-day residential experience, this Course
is the only one of its kind, combining realistic trading
scenarios with informative lectures by industry experts
on the strategies, principles and requirements of FX
and broader OTC trading environments.
For those working in front, middle and back office roles
and risk, regulatory and compliance roles seeking a
comprehensive introduction to the dynamics and
relationships of these markets.
Course run in accordance with FX Global Code and
other Codes of Conduct that encourage best practice,
integrity and professionalism in OTC markets.
Find out more at: http://aci-uk.com/aci-uk-dealingsimulation-course/

ACI UK Square Mile Debate
These major industry events bring together ACI
members with leading industry practitioners, regulators
and market experts to debate relevant and topical
subjects.
Recent SMD events have covered the new Global
Code, MiFID II and broader regulation and Brexit.
2018 subjects will include Bitcoin (March 2018) and
Regulatory Update (October 2018).
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Be part of the ACI UK community

COMMUNITY

Representing the interests of individuals,
encouraging good fellowship through formal and
informal networking events

CONDUCT

Promoting the highest standards of professional
and ethical conduct for all financial markets
participants

EDUCATION

Supporting continuing learning and development
through globally acknowledged and portable
professional learning programmes

CHARITY

Giving something back to the community

Established originally to create a professional, global
network and collective ‘voice’ for the wholesale FX
industry, ACI UK has broadened its scope and
membership.
Today, the ACI UK community represents the broad
spectrum of financial markets participants including
central banks, banks, broker-dealers, e-trading
platforms, exchanges, asset managers, hedge funds,
technology providers, lawyers, regulatory specialists,
industry consultants and academics.

Contact
To join ACI, or find out more about the value and
benefits of ACI membership, contact us today:
Sue.attwood@aci-uk.com
Tina.kane@aci-uk.com

Representing the interests of
professional financial market
participants in dealing, broking,
sales, operations, regulatory and
compliance roles.

ACI UK: INFLUENCING
INDUSTRY BEHAVIOUR,
SUPPORTING MARKET
PRACTICE
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A proud and illustrious history supporting members and the wider financial markets community
Organised around four pillars of activity:
COMMUNITY

CONDUCT

EDUCATION

CHARITY

Representing the interests of members,
and good fellowship, in the financial
markets community

Doing the right thing, even when no-one
is watching

Supporting learning and development
through professional learning
programmes

Giving something back to the
community

ACI UK distinguishes itself from other industry
associations by representing the interests of
individuals, not organisations.

ACI UK is focused on promoting and
maintaining the highest standards of
professional and ethical conduct for all financial
markets participants.

Committed to furthering education standards
across our industry, ACI UK encourages all
individuals engaged in financial markets activity
to pursue and maintain appropriate ACI
qualifications.

Supporting charitable causes is very important
to us. The primary recipient of funds raised is
Variety – the Children’s Charity.

Our member community embraces the broad
spectrum of professional financial markets
participants, representing the interests of
individuals engaged in financial markets
activities from front office execution to
operational, regulatory and compliance
functions.
Membership and community is core to our
purpose - and effort – in the UK. For an annual
subscription of just £100, ACI UK members
participate in numerous business, social,
educational events and charity fund raising
activities.
These include regular ACI UK Square Mile
Debates; learning and development
opportunities including the acclaimed ACI UK
Dealing Simulation Course; broader industry
engagement on relevant and topical debates
and, last but by no means least, through
charitable endeavour.
Join ACI UK today - go to: http://aciuk.com/membership/

ACI has long been at the forefront of defining
and promoting the highest standards of
conduct, through our original Model Code,
education programmes and ACI UK
membership itself. We participated directly in
the creation of the Global Code of Conduct
and will continue to contribute to its ongoing
development, recognising it as an excellent
framework for ethical behaviour that will be
enhanced and refined as market circumstances
demand.
ACI UK maintains an active dialogue with
market regulators, organisations, industry
commentators and member firms to promote
the highest standards of conduct, across the
board, for all market participants.

ELAC

The ELAC (E–Learning Attestation and
Certification) portal, ACI’s unrivalled Codes of
Conduct/Market Practices e-learning and
attestation solution, is in use today by many
banks and institutions to support internal and
external adherence and attestation mandates.

We continue to develop Continuing
Professional Development learning
opportunities and associated accreditations.
The ACI Education suite includes:

Global Code Certificate
This new and unique qualification tests specific
knowledge and understanding of the 6 themes and
55 principles set out in the Global Code and is an
excellent first step to attesting to Code adherence.




Dealing Certificate
Operations Certificate
ACI Diploma

Find out more at: http://aci-uk.com/education/

The longstanding and popular annual ACI UK
Charity Golf Day has to date funded 55 Variety
Sunshine Coaches for schools and
organisations for disabled and disadvantaged
children in the greater London area. .
ACI UK also supports Futures for Kids
established by individuals in the European
futures industry to support children’s charities
globally. Fund raising events include an annual
‘Walk to Work’ as well as Quiz, Poker and
Racing nights.
Find out more at: http://aci-uk.com/charity-2/

